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Book Reviews 
 

Bozen Süd – Bolzano Nord. Schriftlichkeit und urkundliche Überlieferung der 
Stadt Bozen bis 1500 / Scritturalità e documentazione archivistica della città di 
Bolzano fino al 1500. Vol. 1: Regesten der kommunalen Bestände 1210-1400 / 
Regesti dei fondi comunali 1210-1400. By Hannes OBERMAIR. Pp. 472. 46 col. 
ills. Bozen / Bolzano: Stadt Bozen / Città di Bolzano, 2005. ISBN 88-901870-0-

X. €35.00 (hardbound). 

This sumptuous volume is the product of over twenty years’ work by Hannes 

Obermair, municipal archivist in Bozen/Bolzano, a city which in the Middle Ages 

was one of the main urban centres of Tirol, situated on one of the main transalpine 

routes between Germany and Italy. It presents a calendar of no fewer than 905 

documents issued between 1210 and 1400, the vast majority from the collections 

of the municipal archives. Clearly a full diplomatic edition of this number of docu-

ments would have been prohibitely expensive, and so the editor has adopted the 

principle of the more detailed calendared form, known in German as a Vollregest: 

that is, the text of the document is given in summary form (in modern German), 

but placenames, personal names (including the complete witnesses lists) and tech-

nical and legal terms and phrases are given in the original linguistic form (normal-

ised to the nominative form in the case of proper names written in Latin). The 

language of the documents is predominantly Latin, with (Early New High) 

German becoming increasingly common from the mid-thirteenth century onwards. 

The majority of the documents were issued by townspeople of Bozen and 

members of the local nobility, although there is also a number issued by territorial 

princes, notably the counts of Tirol from the Wittelsbach and Habsburg dynasties, 

and the bishops of Brixen/Bressanone and Trient/Trento. The earliest document is 

a laudamentum (regulation) stating that the citizens of Bozen were obliged to pay 

a toll on wine that they imported for resale, but not on the wine that they cultivated 

themselves, a circumstance that presumably must have opened up possibilities for 

fraud that will be familiar to the modern world. This text is followed by a wide 

variety of property transactions, pious donations, urban privileges, indulgences, 

and regulations on trade and industry, that reflect the functioning of a wealthy 

Alpine urban community. This volume is a fine research tool. It will be of impor-

tance not only for the history of the Tirol-Trento region, but will also constitute a 

valuable resource for the study of subjects as diverse as the urban economy, lay 

piety, or wine production and trade. In particular, given the fact that hundreds of 

named individuals appear, the corpus of documents constitutes a rich prosopo-

graphical treasury for the study of personal names. Thus, even from only cursory 

observation one can note the growth in the use of surnames, including the trend 

towards female forms of surnames using the vernacular suffix -in (e.g. Speyserin, 

Grillenpuchlerin)  in  both  German  and  Latin  texts,  as  well  as  the  continuing 
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fashion among the nobility for Arthurian names such as Parzifal. It is only a pity 

that the editor was unable to provide an index to proper names with this volume, 

although this may well be expected once the documents for 1401-1500 have been 

published. 

The apparatus includes an introductory survey of the material (in both 

German and Italian), a detailed bibliography, and most impressively, 46 facsimile 

plates in colour. Considering that it is offered at a price lower than that of 

numerous academic paperbacks less than half its length, this book should be on 

the shelves of every research library which aims to maintain a serious medieval 

source collection. 

University of Leeds              Alan V. MURRAY 


